
a front fascia can do to change the fact that the RS
6 punches a huge hole in the air. 

And it felt big and burly on the track. Whereas
the rear-drive cars required precise driving and
careful throttle inputs, the RS 6 felt a little more
relaxed and compliant. The steering, the brakes,
and the clutch all had a light feel, and with the trac-
tion of four-wheel drive, we could just stand on the
gas and rocket out of corners.

If we punched the gas too early in the corners
and before the car had straightened out, the rush
of power would cause the car to dramatically move
off the intended line. We’ve never been in a car
that slid so easily into perfect four-wheel drifts.

Rather than carve through a curve, the RS 6 pre-
ferred a more aggressive approach. It was more
like throwing it into a drift and jumping on the gas
as soon as it straightened. “Fun” doesn’t begin to
describe how it felt. 

But sliding will eat up lap times, so Galati had
to resist the car’s natural tendency and keep it more
locked to the pavement. We’d be happy to struggle
with the assignment. 

GM Racing Cadillac CTS-V
Even from 50 feet away, the CTS-V in racing form

looks wonderfully trick. When you get close and
see so many gorgeously fabricated brackets and

carbon bits and a steel cage, you can’t help thinking
this car must have cost a mint.

But GM Racing’s Dave Spitzer won’t say how
much. Half a million? Way high, he responds. We
got a lot of that—“I don‘t want to answer that”—
from Spitzer as we walked around the car at its
birthplace at Pratt & Miller’s shop in New Hudson,
Michigan. This is the same outfit that builds the Le
Mans–winning Corvettes for GM. The Pratt & Miller
CTS-V is not for sale, as GM has no plans to make
them available to privateers.

As of this writing, only two races have been
run. As we already documented, at the first race,
the Caddys were killers. The competition adjust-
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■ Each car was driven by its appointed driver around GingerMan. We recorded lap times, speed,
and lateral acceleration (g) as the cars went around the track. We found—not surprisingly—that there
was little performance difference among them—all the cars posted similar lap times, and the speed
and g traces were just about identical. On the graphs, the start/finish line is at zero feet.

Speed

Lateral g

Lap Times
Audi RS 6 ....................................1:25.00
Cadillac CTS-V ...........................1:24.90
Chevrolet Corvette Z06 .........1:25.40
Dodge Viper Competition.....1:25.05

GingerMan Raceway
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